ACADEMIC PROCRASTINATION AND ANXIETY AMONG STUDENTS
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Abstract. Procrastination is a complex, psychologically heterogeneous phenomenon that includes behavioural, emotional and cognitive components. The main areas of manifestation of procrastination are professional and educational activities. Academic procrastination implies a delay in the fulfilment of educational assignments and is associated with undeveloped learning skills, lack of organization, forgetfulness, and behavioural rigidity. The consequence of this behaviour in most cases is the decrease in academic achievement, negative emotional experiences related to own failure, anxiety, and dissatisfaction with the results. Procrastination negatively affects the psychological well-being of students; therefore, this phenomenon is of special interest in the context of future specialists training. Available data demonstrate that 46 % to 95 % of secondary school pupils and higher educational institution students consider themselves to be procrastinators requiring professional psychological help. The study aimed to reveal the links between academic procrastination and anxiety among students. The participants in this study were 60 second year students of the Latvia University of Life Sciences and Technologies, Faculty of Engineering, aged 20-27. The Procrastination Scale was used to measure academic procrastination; State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (Form Y) was implemented to investigate anxiety. The study revealed that 48 % of the participants demonstrated a high level of academic procrastination, 27 % – medium and 25 % – low. The link between academic procrastination and situational and personal anxiety was revealed. The obtained data showed that with the situational and personal anxiety increase, the level of academic procrastination also increases. The development of recommendations, balanced workload distribution and an encouraging learning environment will reduce the level of academic procrastination among students.
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Introduction

The life of a modern person abounds with various tasks and assignments, which implementation is associated with certain deadlines for delivery and clear time limits available for execution of those tasks. Whilst acknowledging the time frames, a person can plan his or her time, effort and resources, however, in a situation of constant tension and multitasking, it often happens that there is a need or a desire to postpone the execution of some tasks for later. The phenomenon of postponing tasks for later is described by term “procrastination”. There is no single generally accepted definition of procrastination. Some authors [1-3] believe that procrastination is a voluntary, irrational postponement of the intended actions, despite the fact that this entails a negative effect on the individual. The opposite view is held by other researchers [4], arguing that not all delays lead to negative consequences. Many people, even though beginning to work at the last minute, can finish the task on time as they generate more creative ideas under the pressure of a limited time. In [5], the authors characterize procrastination as a striving for a strong feeling of a thrill, which appears when the task is accomplished in the shortest possible due time. In the meta-analytical review [6] an attempt was made to combine the main distinctive features of procrastination. Firstly, all of them are united by the fact of postponing – procrastination is always related to delay, non-completion of tasks. Secondly, the postponing is always related to tasks always tied to certain deadlines. Thirdly, procrastination always leads to negative consequences, accompanied by negative feelings, guilt, anxiety, etc.

As a psychological phenomenon, procrastination is a complex that includes behavioural [5; 7-8], emotional, cognitive [9-12] and subconscious [13] components. The behavioural component is seen as a set mechanism of human behaviour. Within the cognitive approach, can be distinguished irrational beliefs, low self-esteem, inability to make decisions independently; emotionally loaded anxiety, emotional overload, fear of failure and neuroticism. The basis of the subconscious component is a defensive mechanism, which can be activated upon increased anxiety, when the situation of a task accomplishing is perceived as threatening and dangerous.

The authors [14] distinguish several types of procrastination: domestic (postponing routine household chores); procrastination in decision-making, including minor ones; neurotic – postponing substantial decisions (choosing a profession, creating a family); compulsive, where two types of procrastination are combined – behavioural and in decision-making; academic – postponing the accomplishment of study assignments, preparation for exams, etc.
Academic procrastination contains two main processes [15]: an inclination to always or almost always postpone the fulfilment of study assignments and always or almost always experience anxiety related to this postponement. In the article [16], it is noted that one of the learning factors that causes postponement is the uncertainty regarding the time when the work should be started: that is, students are given too much freedom in choosing the time when they start working on a project.

There are many studies on procrastination, focusing on academic procrastination among others; mainly correlation studies. There were studies on procrastination correlation with gender [17] (no clear gender differences in the manifestation of procrastination were found), neuroticism and other personal traits [18], motivation [19], perfectionism [20], anxiety [19; 21] etc.

There are three main areas of research on procrastination that can be distinguished depending on the study subject: analysis of situational factors (awards and punishments distribution across a timespan, level of unattractiveness of tasks), personality features (for example, fear of failure and loss of control over the situation) and individual features (gender, age) [22]. Thus, some authors [19] argue that procrastination causes anxiety, irritation, regret, and despair. It correlates with high levels of stress and inadequate coping strategies [23], which affects health and quality of life. In the studies of other authors [24], academic procrastination may have different impact on health and well-being of students, depending on the time when it develops. Typically, stress and the amount of pressing issues increase by the end of an academic semester. It was revealed in [25] that academic procrastination is most pronounced when performing routine homework assignments, in such forms of educational activity as writing essays and preparation for exams. Similar data were obtained in an earlier study [26]. The authors noted that students often postpone tasks that are highly complex, monotonous or uninteresting. At the same time, the results of other studies [27] indicate that students prone to procrastination deliberately avoid preparation for assignments, tests, or speeches. This is especially pronounced in situations that involve evaluation and any measurement of a person’s abilities. Some authors [19] note that low motivation and interest, excessive self-confidence, laziness, lack of communication and consultations from teachers, are factors that cause academic procrastination. In addition, procrastination leads to a decrease in academic performance, an increase in the level of anxiety, often to the formation of an inferiority complex and, as a result, to discontinuing the study. The influence of the specifics of educational activities organisation on the performance of tasks should be noted. In the study [28], it is assumed that the longer the period is given for doing something, for example, exam preparation, the higher procrastination will occur. There is a study [20] on the links between procrastination and perfectionism. Thus, people with a high level of perfectionism tend to either perform the job well or postpone its implementation until they achieve a perfect result. Other studies [1; 27; 29] reveal links between procrastination and low self-esteem, lack of self-confidence, poor self-control, a high proneness to perfectionism, impulsivity, depression. In [30] it is noted that procrastinators to a much lesser degree focus on the future negative consequences of postponing planned tasks due to the desire to get short-term awards, as well as in an attempt to immediately overcome the sense of anxiety caused by a sense of insecurity regarding their abilities. Other authors [13] revealed that procrastinators are prone to absorption in memories of past achievements and successes, combined with the lack of attention to the plans for the future [31].

An analysis of the results of previous studies suggests that academic procrastination is associated with various personality traits and is widespread among students.

The purpose of the study: theoretical analysis of the procrastination phenomenon, as well as the empirical study on the links between academic procrastination and anxiety among students.

Research hypothesis: “There is a link between academic procrastination and anxiety among students”.

Materials and methods

Study participants

The study involved $N = 60$ participants aged 20-27 years. All participants were 2nd year full time students of the Latvian University of Life Sciences and Technologies; 30 female aged 20-26 ($M = 21.97, SD = 1.79$) and 30 male aged 20-27 ($M = 22.90, SD = 1.71$). 50 % of participants were not older than $Mdn = 22$ years old.
Methods of the study

1. Procrastination Scale [1], in the adaptation of Bulina (2011). The scale measures the intensity of the procrastination indicator. The statements were evaluated on the Likert scale.

2. State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (Form Y) [32], in the adaptation of Skushkovnykova (2004). The questionnaire makes it possible to measure anxiety both as a personal feature, as well as a condition. The inventory includes 40 statements and consists of two parts. The first part measures situational anxiety, the second – personal. The statements were evaluated on the Likert scale.

Results

The obtained data were processed using the SPSS 20.0 software for Windows and MS Excel 2010. The reliability of the questionnaires was confirmed by the Alfa-Cronbach coefficient (α). For the Academic Procrastination Scale consisting of one scale including 20 items α = 0.82. For the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory, which includes two scales (personal and situational anxiety) of 20 items Alfa-Cronbach coefficient was in the range between α = .80 to α = .84.

To investigate the relationship between the variables, a correlation analysis was implemented using the Spearman correlation coefficient (r_s). A link was found between academic procrastination and the scales of the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory. A positive statistically significant correlation was revealed between academic procrastination and personal anxiety (r_s(60) = .45, p < 0.001) and situational anxiety (r_s(60) = .42, p < 0.001).

The frequency analysis was run to evaluate the statistical distribution of empirical data. The χ² chi-squared test was used to analyse the differences in distributions. For this purpose, the indicators of academic procrastination, and situational and personal anxiety were divided into low, medium and high levels in accordance with the standards presented in the description of the tests [31]. The frequency diagram (Fig. 1) allows visualizing and comparing the distributions of the indicators. The χ² chi-square test revealed statistically significant result (Fig.1) for the variables “Academic procrastination” – “Situational anxiety” χ²(4, N = 60) = 11.71, p < 0.05. No significant differences in the distributions were found for the variables “Academic procrastination” – “Situational anxiety” (ns).

Discussion

As a result of the study, the hypothesis “There is a link between academic procrastination and anxiety among students” was confirmed. A positive correlation of academic procrastination with personal and situational anxiety was found, which is also confirmed by earlier studies [19; 33] and the theoretical propositions that procrastination always leads to negative consequences, is accompanied by negative feelings and anxiety in the learning process. In the theoretical work [32], personal anxiety is described as a tendency to perceive situations as threatening, react to them with anxiety. Situational anxiety as a condition is characterized by subjectively experienced emotions – stress, anxiety, nervousness, inability to make a decision, etc. Usually, this state arises as an emotional reaction to a
tense situation and can be of different intensity. For example, it can arise in a situation of uncertainty (waiting for a negative evaluation when passing an exam). The intensity of emotional reaction, generally, is disproportionately higher than the magnitude of objective “danger” [34].

There is evidence indicating that procrastination is one of the most significant factors causing problems in the academic process. According to [9], 80 % to 95 % of students in higher education institutions occasionally procrastinate, whilst about 75 % of them consider themselves “chronic procrastinators,” and almost 50 % postpone important tasks systematically, causing problems. In addition, psychological studies show [35] that regular procrastination can be revealed in 15-25 % of the world’s population. Moreover, the authors note that over the past 25 years, the level of procrastination has increased and is expected to expand further.

The results of the current study made it possible to identify the following tendencies: in this sample, students with a high level of procrastination (48 %) and the average levels of personality (53 %) and situational anxiety (55 %) prevail. It can be assumed that students with a high level of procrastination are more likely to experience anxiety, are more uncertain regarding the positive resolution of the situation, constantly delay the implementation of plans, start accomplishing tasks at the very last moment, when the deadline is approaching and it is nearly useless to try to catch up to the wasted time. Perhaps anxiety is aggravated by the high expectations of others as well as the excessively high standards regarding own work results on behalf of the student. As the results of a previous study [27] show, procrastination is especially manifested in situations, which imply any assessment and measurement of a person’s abilities.

It can also be assumed that for students with a low level of procrastination the postponement of educational activities is not typical, thus, the problems arising from the untimely accomplishment of tasks are extremely rare.

In one of the researches [36], the authors attempted to reveal positive sides of procrastination by distinguishing passive and active procrastinators. In their study, they found that passive procrastinators postpone their tasks due to negative feelings (anxiety, indecision), whereas, active – delay assignments intentionally, i.e. they feel more comfortable when working within tight deadlines and under the pressure of being responsible for the results.

Procrastination is in some way typical for any age, but it has the greatest presence among students. Studenthood is an important period in a person’s life. During this period, students make decisions regarding their professional choices and plan their future. Educational and professional achievements are very important; those lay the foundation for successful self-realization in the future. Therefore, academic procrastination is an important obstacle to these achievements, since the negative consequences of procrastination are expressed not only in the reduction of success and productivity in educational activities but also in acute emotional experiences of one’s own failure, feelings of guilt, dissatisfaction with the results of their activities. The enhancement of abilities to set and maintain goal achievement, define priorities, evaluate the time boundaries can be recommended as a mean to reduce academic procrastination levels among students. For instance, organising educational seminars and training aimed at planning skills development within the educational process can help reduce the level of procrastination. The justified and balanced distribution of workload allowing decrease stress and anxiety can also be a method aimed at procrastination overcoming. Moreover, timely and systematic rest, maintaining environment optimal for learning activities can be effective methods of counteracting procrastination. Another learning factor causing delay can be uncertainty regarding the exact timing of work beginning. Thus, students can be given too much freedom in choosing the time. It can be assumed that reducing the time frame for writing any work or preparing for examinations can decrease the number of postponed tasks. As studies [25] show, academic procrastination is the most pronounced in such a form of educational activity as routine homework assignments. Therefore, there is a need to consider certain adjustments in a way how a teacher explains the tasks and teaching material overall and distributes the workload. A more careful attitude to teaching process, an encouraging and motivation system introduction, promoting academic ties among students, assignments division into smaller parts – all this can help to reduce the level of procrastination. Furthermore, at the same time, it is important to develop a sense of duty and responsibility among students, which will help to activate the teaching process. It is important to think about the methods of stimulation that can be used during sessions, when a natural fatigue arises and students need to relieve tension. There is a need to develop
special training aimed at procrastination overcome and adequate planning skills acquisition essential for educational activities, as well as skills in prioritizing and time management.

Conclusions
1. Procrastination is a heterogeneous complex phenomenon, which includes behavioural, emotional and cognitive components, closely related to the motivational sphere of an individual.
2. Primarily, procrastination is manifested in behaviour: in the delay of required actions, postponing decision-making.
3. It is generally accepted that the educational process is characterized by the conditions, in which academic procrastination leading to negative consequences usually occurs.
4. The conducted research revealed the inclination to procrastination among students.
5. The positive correlations between academic procrastination and personal and situational anxiety among students were revealed. With the increase in the indicators of academic procrastination, there is a tendency to increased anxiety levels, which can result in academic performance decrease.
6. For this sample, the high level of academic procrastination and the average level of personal and situational anxiety are more typical.
7. Justified distribution of the workload associated with the educational process will help avoid the increase of academic procrastination and anxiety.
8. An important and promising direction in research on procrastination is the development of a program aimed at overcoming procrastination.
9. The issue of academic procrastination requires further in-depth studies to clarify and expand the existing data about the phenomenon.
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